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even distribution of cationic head groups upon charge neutralization. However, driven by additional interactions occurring between cationic organic groups, such as hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions S3-S7 , uneven distribution becomes reasonable.
Taking four-charge POM covered by four cationic units as an example, there are several possibilities for four cations' packing around the POM, depending on their size match relationship and interactions between cationic parts. When the POM's surface area is not fully occupied, the symmetric distribution of counterions directing to lamellar self-assembled structure (left), driven by the lateral interaction or the requirement for tight packing, would be dominated. Increasing the size of cationic head group, more surface area of the POM will be occupied, and the planar distribution becomes favorable (middle). While further increasing the size of cationic head, the POM's surface area could not provide enough space for a planar packing and a three dimensional distribution of the counterions will become main covering style (right). In general, the packing form of cations around a POM is in close relation to the geometrical relationship of each component and the additional interactions. weigher for stress measurement. When the stress increases to ca. 264.6 N, the separation still works well (spectra shown in Supplementary Fig. 50 ). When increasing the stress to ca. 293.0 N, the luminescence of the filtrate at the needle tip starts to turn orange, implying the damage of Tr-membrane. Thus, the burst strength of the Tr-membrane is estimated to be ca. 1.49−1.66 MPa (calculated from the stress values divided by area of the syringe plunger). Due to the Tr-membrane spreading on a syringe filter, its actual test area is the pore area of syringe filter: (π×0.0011 2 ) = 3.8×10 −6 cm 2 . Because the burst strength is closely related to membrane thickness and the test area, it is difficult to estimate the comparable membrane stability by using a single value and therefore some related parameters of commercial membranes are listed in Supplementary Table 5 Supplementary Table 1 
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